
TRANSMISSION CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

RES has expanded our transmission capabilities to include program 
management and construction oversight of transmission projects in 
support of utility affiliates competing for projects in the United States, 
Canada, and Northern Europe. Our internal expertise includes general 
contracting construction management of over 1,000 miles of transmission 
lines at voltages up to 345kV. RES has a long history of building projects 
for utilities, independent power producers, and developers.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT EXPERTISE
RES brings the necessary experience to manage construction projects 
because unlike traditional engineering firms, developers, or construction 
firms, RES has all three areas of expertise. RES has the project development, 
engineering, and construction management all under one roof. This level 
of experience is what separates us from the competitors because our 
people understand every component of an energy project and can manage 
projects from start to finish.
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 › Project Management
 › Construction Management
 › Engineering Management 
 › Bid Package Preparation
 › Contractor Selection 
 › Contract Management
 › Material Management 
 › Procurement

 › Outage Coordination
 › Project Controls
 › Financial Management
 › Metrics
 › Reporting
 › Schedule Management
 › MS Project
 › P6

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SERVICES

 › Engineering 
 › Substation
 › Transmission 
 › Distribution
 › Protection & Control
 › Collection System
 › Environmental

 › Monitoring & 
Compliance

 › Permitting/Licensing
 › Right of Way
 › Siting & Routing
 › Construction Inspection
 › QA/QC

SERVICES TO SUPPORT PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

...unlike traditional engineering firms, 
developers, or construction firms, RES has all 
three areas of expertise.
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ABOUT OUR COMPANY
RES offers integrated solutions to centralized and distributed energy markets applying renewable energy, 
energy storage, transmission, and demand side management technologies. We have developed and/or built 
over 12 GW of renewable energy and energy storage capacity worldwide, constructed more than 1,000 miles 
of transmission lines, and manage a portfolio of assets exceeding 2 GW.

CONTACT US TODAY
To learn how RES can meet your transmission construction and program management needs.

MULTIPLE SERVICES AS A CORE STRENGTH
The ability to offer such a wide range of services is a core strength of the company. RES is efficient and proactive 
while developing projects and managing transitions between project phases. Our extensive experience over many 
years allows RES to use lessons learned to develop and apply resultant process improvements on subsequent projects. 
RES utilizes collective knowledge to make value engineering, cost-effective construction, and successful long-term 
operations a reality.

CONSTRUCTING THE MONTANA-ALBERTA TIE LINE
In 2013, RES completed construction of the Montana-Alberta Tie Line (MATL), a 214 mile, 300 MW, 230kV electrical 
transmission line allowing the bi-directional movement of power between Alberta, Canada, and Montana, US MATL 
allows markets on both sides of the border to have efficient and economic access to existing and new generation 
sources, including new sources of wind energy. 


